
Smart 

Reporting 
System

Virtual Operation 
Center
Any data, any device, any time



Smart Reporting 

System
Escape static spreadsheets and upgrade your analytics to a dynamic platform 
with everything you need to validate your business decisions. Features our Easy-
to-use, dynamic e-Form generator with a wide selection of customizable 
question types, support documents, media uploads, and geolocation records.

Hearst Castle

San Francisco – Oakland Bay Bridge

Opus One Winery

Westfield San Francisco Centre

Robert Mondavi Winery

Ad Hoc

Milk Bar NYC Flagship

Ace Hotel New York

Morimoto Napa

The Restaurant at Meadowood

750 Hearst Castle Rd, San Simeon, CA 93452, United States

San Francisco – Oakland Bay Bridge, San Francisco, CA, United States

7900 St Helena Hwy, Oakville, CA 94562, United States

865 Market St, San Francisco, CA 94103, United States

7801 St Helena Hwy, Oakville, CA 94562, United States

6476 Washington St, Yountville, CA 94599, United States

1196 Broadway, New York, NY 10001, United States

20 W 29th St, New York, NY 10001, United States

610 Main St, Napa, CA 94559, United States

900 Meadowood Ln, St Helena, CA 94574, United States



Module
Forms On-the-Fly

Including a generic document generator module enables you to transform 
your data collection streams to their most delicate details. Quickly retrieve 
accurate data, critical flag issues, reduce data entry error, and more.

Rich Media Module

Seamlessly validates all the data input on the form, making all the inputs are 
well validated to reduce human error in inputting.

Submission Geotagging Module

Validate answers, add conditional logic, and deliver your data correctly. 
Information is provided from exactly where you need it.



Location

Specific Type

Dispatching

Dispatching

1475 Fillmore St, San Francisco, CA 94115, United 
States

Urgency Status

Urgent

Assign To

List Detail


John Doe

Offline Access
Ability to work in offline mode is critical for front line workers to 
perform their daily jobs because they usually work in an area that 
has poor or no internet connectivity. 

Intelligent Fields
Seamlessly validates all the data input on the form, making all the 
inputs are well validated to reduce human error in inputting.

Custom Template and Document Generator
Simple report generation. Create customized, intelligible reports to 
share evidence in a clear, easy-to-understand manner

Geo-Tagging
Tracking functionality tracks your staff’s location whenever they 
clock in and out of work and records that location in their 
timecard. Any administrator can then login into the administrator 
platform to review all employee locations at the same time, and 
make sure everyone clocked in and out where they were supposed 
to.

Key Feature

San Francisco

Los Angeles

List Detail


Mr. Hills Farm

Case Check
Parameter Guard


Traffic Check


Urgent

Crops are destroyed by fire. 

Start Task
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Field 
Management 
System

Virtual Operation 
Center
Any data, any device, any time, 



Field Management 
System
Field service management typically involves dispatching workers or contractors 
outside company premises to install, maintain or repair equipment, systems, or 
assets. Field service managers keep track of an organization’s field resources and 
coordinate the work of field service practitioners who deliver skilled, specialized, 
or proprietary services to clients.



Module
Employee Time Tracking

Quickly validates any users that are inactive group users, making sure all the 
data that are collected are collected by a specific user—reducing errors in 
data reporting, creating a more secure data stream for everyone.

Digital Assignment

Send forms with pre-populated tasks to notify employees in the field of a new 
charge

Video-Sharing

Enables users to transmit a live video implies no delay at the receiving sides. 
Shares your videos to others with a simple command to designated users/
groups to create a more complicated situation handling in a highly flagged 
case.

Geofencing Module

Provides a better accuracy to monitor a group or a personnel movement into 
or out of a geographic location. A latitude/longitude pair of combination 
combines the awareness of the user’s current location with the understanding 
off

Alerts and Reports Module

Automate workflows so that the submission of one form triggers another form 
to be dispatched.



Key Feature

Punch-in Tracking
Guarantee that employees are punching time for themselves 
completed with our deep-learning data analytics and device lock 
features for our online time clock Monitor who is making changes 
to their punch clock in real-time.

Task Transfer
You can organize task assignments and appraisal resources using 
set criteria provided by our field management system Dispatch. 
The dispatcher can then schedule and map the most efficient 
routes using flexible scheduling based on the work priorities and 
designated scenario constraints. 

Rich Media Capabilities
Capture and record effortlessly. Snap photos with our mobile 
application. Complete our built-in forms or attach documentation 
anywhere on the platform.



Real-Time Tracking
Harmonize office-to-field communication to track and enhance 
current field worker performance.

Places Management
Set a fencing area on the critical zone and quickly notify field 
management whenever the workers are getting in and out from 
the designated working site.

Advanced Telemetry
To track and see where all the company assets are located. A 
company could transform all the data into a timely manner 
dataset to distinguish a clear set of the report about how the 
assets move, daily, weekly, monthly, or anytime picker you would 
like to see



Dashboard Visualization
A data management tool that tracks, analyses, monitors, and 
visually displays key business metrics while allowing users to 
interact with data, enabling them to make well-informed, data-
driven, and making a critical business decision at ease

Real-Time Notification
Real-time alerts from our field management system deliver real-
time alerts from multiple systems to any device or system based 
upon clients’ preferences.

Custom Report
A feature to generate various customizable form templates 
commonly used in day-to-day workflow processes
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Integrated 
Dashboard 
Visualization

Virtual Operation 
Center
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Integrated Dashboard 
Visualization
With our Integrated Dashboard Visualization, clients can visualize and analyze 
your data from within a modern reporting tool. The seamless integration of both 
systems guarantees you error-free transfer of all data you need to build a 
meaningful dashboard.

Choose from 100s of curated Instant Metrics—no coding required. Dig into our 
custom options to access and combine your data from every service you can 
think of.




Module
Real-time data monitoring

Real-time data monitoring can help with continuous data collection to be 
able to get the the most up-to-date and relevant data. This module is 
supported by a protocol that provides a full-duplex communication channel 
over a single TCP connection

Load Balancer

Load balancer module can manage traffic routing based on load. Load 
balancer will choose to route to the less loaded destination.

User & Roles Module

Decide which device can access which forms, so everyone has what they 
need, and nothing they don’t. Share new forms across all devices or choose 
which device to make them available.

Dashboard Visualization

	Visualization Dashboard displays data with insightful graphic with the aim of 
helping to make decisions fast and accurately. This module provides tools 
such as filter and sorter to get more specific data.

Data Logger

Data logger is an API Module to serve data logging activities from integrated 
applications to immutable distributed ledger. 

Immutable Distributed Ledger

Immutable distributed ledger are inherently resistant to modification of any 
stored data. Functionally, this technology can serve as a ledger that can 
record transactions in a verifiable and permanent way. This powerful ledger 
can be used as a source of verification for reported transactions



Real Time Data Monitoring
Constantly delivers a stream of updated information at zero or low 
latency.

User Level Management
Various and multiple user access to different screen and different 
task, based on user level clearance. 

Dashboard Visualization
Our state-of-art dashboard visualization, helps any user digest 
the data insights that you need to see.

On-the-field Report Master Data
List of master data reports from all the fields, on your screen 
directly from the workers device. 

Key Feature



Proof of Authority
Using a ledger technology, we are able to identify a specific 
document status whether it’s been changed or transferred to any 
unauthorized users. 

Document Traceability
Next-Gen document traceability enables users to track a specific 
documents distribution.

Tamper Proof Data
Data manipulation can happen all the time. We help you to 
prevent the manipulation by expose any attempt to change the 
data in the platform, by giving a resourceful detail about the data. 

Data Accountability
Through our distributed ledger technology, rest assured all the 
data in your dashboard are all accountable, directly from any 
inputs to your customized datasets.

Distributed Ledger
Our highly rated ledger system, where all the data stored in this 
system are immutable. 
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